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KING OF THE HALL             By Christina Bossinakis
   At last week=s Hall of Fame induction ceremony held
at the Humphrey S. Finney Pavilion in Saratoga Springs,
champion Open Mind joined an elite group of racing
stalwarts whose plaques adorn the central gallery walls.

She=s in very good company.
Among the racing luminaries in
attendance was Hall of Famer D.
Wayne Lukas, who guided the
chestnut through a pair of
divisional titles, six Grade I
victories and a New York Triple
Tiara sweep. 
   Lukas, who accepted the honor
on behalf of the Eugene Klein-
owned filly, was inducted in
1999. His career record speaks
volumes as to his dominance in
the training ranks: four Eclipse
Awards as leading trainer

(1985-87 and 1994); 18 Breeders= Cup victories; 
13 Classic wins (won six straight Classics; won all
three Classics in 1996 with a different horse); 24
Thoroughbred champions; and three Horse of the Year
winners--Lady's Secret (1986), Criminal Type (1990)
and Charismatic (1999). 
   Additionally, Lukas surpassed fellow Hall of Famer
Charlie Whittingham as the all-time leading money
winner in 1988, and was the first trainer whose horses
earned more than $100 million (and later $200 million)
in purse money. Although his admittance to the elite
club was never in question, the timing of his Hall of
Fame election was the subject of debate. Some felt he
should have been eligible in the early >90s.
   AThere was some controversy surrounding my
induction,@ offered Lukas. A[Horse racing historian] Jim
Bolus was a fan of mine, and thought I should have
gone in seven or eight years before I actually did. He
felt I should be inducted under the [official] 25-year
requirement. He actually produced documentation that
showed I had already been training for 25 years, but
the committee didn't accept it.@
   AI started out training at places like Park Jefferson
[South Dakota] and in Lincoln, Nebraska, and [voting
committee] hadn't counted those years. Before Jim
died, he fought for my induction but, bless his heart, he
never did see it happen.@
   Unfazed by the delay, Lukas admitted the honor was
well worth the wait.
   AIt wasn't a big deal; we waited out the 25 years and
I was inducted the first year I was eligible,@ he said. AIt
doesn't really matter when it happens, if it is 50 years
later or in five years, you are humbled and
tremendously honored to be there.@

His Fair Ladies...
   Open Mind, the latest of the Lukas pupils to enter
racing=s hallowed Hall, becomes the fifth member of the
fairer sex to earn the badge of honor for Lukas, thus
earning him the distinction of being the only trainer
with five fillies to have received the gold plaque. The
ladies who preceded Open Mind are Lady=s Secret
(1992); Winning Colors (2000); Serena=s Song (2002)
and *Azeri (2010) (*Previously trained by Laura
deSeroux. Michael Paulson=s Azeri joined Team Lukas
for the 2004 season. She was already a Horse of the
Year when she added wins in the GI Apple Blossom H.,
GI Go for Wand H. and GI Spinster S. for Lukas).
   According to Lukas, the fillies that represented >Team
Lukas= over the decades played an important role in the
operation=s success.
   AI think it is significant, and it says a lot about our
program,@ said Lukas. It says a lot about what we were
able to achieve through the >80s, >90s and in this
decade, too. They were all special and all made an
impact in where we went and what we accomplished.
The clientele that came in behind them; they were
certainly influenced by those horses. After the
successes of Lady's Secret and Winning Colors,
another group of owners came in. They were very
significant to us.@
   The first of Lukas=s mavens to make it into the Hall of
Fame was Lady=s Secret, who served to cement the
horseman=s status as the nation=s preeminent trainer.
On a visit to Atlantic City Racecourse to run GISW
Effervescing, Lukas observed an unimposing grey filly
finish fourth in a $35,000 claimer on the grass. He
purchased Great Lady M privately for $65,000 that
afternoon, and she went on to win several stakes while
under Lukas=s tutelage. The mare was retired to his
farm in Oklahoma following the 1980 season, and was
bred to Horse of the Year and future Hall of Famer,
Secretariat. The foal resulting from the union was not
what Lukas expected--at least not initially. 
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Cont.

   AWe get this little ratty, grey filly, and I was just
disappointed as hell,@ admitted Lukas. ABreeding a horse
like Secretariat to Great Lady M--who was an
exceptionally fast horse and a stakes
winner in her own right--we expected
more.@
   While having lunch one afternoon in
1982, Klein agreed on a whim to buy
three weanlings from Lukas. Included
among them was Lady=s Secret and
subsequent MGSW Gene=s Lady. 
   AI am sitting having lunch with Gene
Klein and he says that he wants some
weanlings in the front yard at his home in
Rancho Santa Fe,@ recounted Lukas. AHis
house was built on a rock, literally. It was
just rock and avocado trees, because
that's all that could grow there. I told him
that maybe he could put mountain goats
out there, but not babies. He asked me if I
had any babies, and I said I had three of
them. He asked how much they cost and I
told him that they were mine, so I would
get them appraised for him. He said, >The
hell with that, appraise them right now.'
So I said, >OK big guy, I'll take $200,000 apiece."
Without hesitation he said, >Done. Go get >em.=@
   Lukas continued, AWe were really concerned about
Lady's Secret, because Gene had $200,000 tied up in
her, so I told Jeff [Lukas] that we really needed to do
something to get him some money back. I thought
Gene's Lady would be OK, but I didn't really know
about Lady's Secret.@
   When all was said and done, however, there was no
need for concern. Through four seasons on the track,
>The Iron Lady= went on to win 25
of 45 starts for earnings of
$3,021,425. Included among her
15 victories at the graded level
were the GI Whitney H. against
the boys, GI Breeders= Cup Distaff, 
GI Beldame S. (2x), GI Maskette
S. (2x), GI Shuvee H., GI Santa
Margarita Invitational H. and the 
GI La Canada S. 

Huge Talent in Small Packages...
   Another Lukas runner reputed
for meeting--and beating--the boys
was the Bob and Beverly Lewis-
owned Serena=s Song. The
compact daughter of Rahy won
18 of 38 lifetime starts, including
11 Grade I=s, before retiring with $3,283,388 in
earnings. The $150,000 KEEJUL yearling ran against
the boys on seven occasions; she took the 1995 
GI Haskell Invitational S. and GII Jim Beam S.

   She was also runner-up in the 1996 GI Whitney H.
and 1994 GII Hollywood Juvenile Championship S. and
finished third in the 1996 GI Phillip Iselin H.

   AI think that came a little bit from my
Quarter Horse background,@ said Lukas
regarding his propensity for running his
fillies against the boys. AI had all those
good Quarter Horse fillies that beat all
the colts regularly. I won the Champion
of Champions with a filly. The All
American [Futurity] field will have four or
five fillies in there. It=s not uncommon.
The only difference is that they=re going
short, so stamina isn=t a factor. With
Thoroughbreds going a mile and an
eighth in a race like the Whitney, stamina
is a factor.@
   Also holding a special place in the
operation=s history is Open Mind. A foal
of 1986, the diminutive filly was
bestowed with her unassuming name
thanks to her modest physical
appearance and her young, and as of
that time, unproven sire Deputy Minister.
She was sent to Monmouth Park to take
advantage of the New Jersey state-bred

races where the $150,000 Fasig-Tipton Saratoga sale
purchase was under the guidance of Lukas assistant
Kiaran McLaughlin.
   AKiaran called me up on a couple of occasions and
told me that he thought she was pretty special,@
recalled Lukas. AHe said that she had been training
really well, so I told him to run her in one of those
stakes against the boys there and see how she does.@
   Lukas recalled the simple response he gave to

McLaughlin when he learned
of the chestnut=s impressive
win in the New Jersey
Breeders' S. in only her
second career start. 
   AI told him, >Send her to
Belmont,=@ he laughed.
   If there was ever any doubt
as to her ability it disappeared
during her tenure on the
track. The New Jersey-bred,
who headed a 1-2-3 finish for
the trainer in the 1988 
GI Breeders= Cup Juvenile
Fillies, concluded her juvenile
campaign with a win in the 
GI Demoiselle S., earning the
championship in the process.

At three, she won eight of 11 starts, including the 
GI Kentucky Oaks, GI Acorn S., GI Mother Goose S.
and GI Alabama S. en route to the title as champion 
3-year-old filly.

Bob and Beverly Lewis & Lukas
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Amazon Among Boys...
   Standing in sharp contrast--in stature and in
perceived potential--to Open Mind was a towering
daughter of Caro (Ire), Winning Colors.
   AWinning Colors is just the opposite of Open Mind,@
said Lukas. AWhere Open Mind had to earn her stripes,

but won us over and got good,
Winning Colors was awesome
from Day 1, from the first time
I laid eyes on her all the way to
the end of her career. She was
such a physically imposing
specimen. She was a favorite
in the barn from the beginning.@
   Lukas recalled in great detail
the horse that would give him
his first Kentucky Derby score.
   AI remember the first time I
saw her, I was standing out
front of that four-foot wall at
Keeneland and she was in the
far stall,@ recalled Lukas. AHere
she comes, and all I can see is
her head, neck, withers and
hip, and all I could think was,

>Wow, if this thing comes around the corner with all
four feet pointing in the right direction, this is really
something.= I just walked her around once and said,
>Next.' [Consignor] Don Sucher asked if I liked her and I
told him she was OK. But, really my heart, was
pounding 400 miles an hour.@
   Lukas, famed for using a 1-10 scale when evaluating
horses at public sale, admitted the giant roan ranked
among the elite of his top auction purchases.
   AShe was an eight; that=s really up there,@ he
admitted. ASeven is a buy, eight you have to have, and
nine you give up your first born and all your
possessions.@
   Dubbed >The Amazon= by the press, the filly won the
GI Santa Anita Oaks before crushing the boys in the 
GI Santa Anita Derby. A week prior to the ARun for the
Roses,@ owner Gene Klein and Lukas were offered 
$7 million, equaling the record price for a filly sold at
public auction up until that time. After only mild
consideration from Klein, the decision was made to
forge ahead to the Derby.
   AOf all the Kentucky Derby starters I've had, and I've
had four of them, that was the most confident I ever
was heading into the race,@ said Lukas. AI was really
confident. And we didn't make any bones about it, we
said, >Look, we're going to the lead, if anybody wants to
go with us, just get in there and see how we get along.=@
   Making good on his claim, Lukas had jockey Gary
Stevens take Winning Colors to the front early in the
10-furlong affair, and the duo made ever pole a winning
one as the filly--the first to prevail since 1980 Derby
winner Genuine Risk and only the third in history--held
off the ultra-talented colts Forty Niner and Risen Star at
the wire.

All the King’s Men...
   It could be said the fairer set was the flame that
fueled Team Lukas, however, it was the men who held
ranks under Lukas that served as the kindle. Very few
Thoroughbred trainers have been as closely identified
with the people
who have emerged
from their camps as
has Lukas and his
former assistants.
Giving credit where
credit is due, he is
the first to applaud
his former students=
ability, discipline
and dedication, all
of which lent to the
stable=s success.
Lukas, who insists
his greatest role
was that of a teacher, acknowledged that he often
ruled his team with an iron fist.
   AThere was total discipline--I would tell them, >We
have five minutes of democracy and then the Czar
takes over," he said, laughing. 
   Lukas added, AMy assistants have been excellent
right down the line--Todd Pletcher, Kiaran McLaughlin,
Dallas Stewart, Mark Hennig, Randy Bradshaw and
Mike Maker--we're talking about guys that could handle
it. They were all great young guys. I chose a lot of
good racehorses, but I think my legacy in life will be
that I chose a lot of very good people. And for every
Todd Pletcher, Kiaran McLaughlin, Dallas Stewart and
Mark Hennig, there are a bunch of other guys, parking
cars or packing groceries somewhere in America, who
didn't make it. They just couldn't handle it.@
   For those who did make it, Lukas added, AWhen they
went out on their own, they went with my blessing,
every one of them. Every one of them took a major
client, every one of them rode off with the horse they
were sitting on, with the saddle and bridle. We have a
great fraternity, we try and get together whenever we
can. Last year, we got together at Todd's house during
Belmont week, and we got to telling stories, including
things that happened that I didn't know about, and
how they covered up for each other. I wish we had
recorded that evening, because it was just great.@
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Hall of Fame--D. Wayne Lukas, cont.

   With at least one likely future Hall of Famer looming
among the Lukas alums, the conditioner pointed to a
former assistant that, in his opinion, would have surely

been destined for
the great Hall, had
fate not
intervened.
   AJeff Lukas is
the best trainer
that is not in the
Hall of Fame,@
affirmed Lukas. 
   The junior Lukas
sustained severe
head injuries in
December of
1993 after the
fiery-tempered

Tabasco Cat (Storm Cat) broke loose after a morning
work out on the Santa Anita backside, and knocked
down the then 36-year-old horseman. He was in a
coma for a month and was never able to fulfill the
promise he demonstrated as an assistant to his father.
   AThat's not just fatherly pride talking,@ Lukas added.
AIt might be in a lot of ways, but if you walk through
the Saratoga backstretch, go barn to barn and ask
everyone about Jeff, I bet you the opinion on him
would be unanimous. He was double tough.@
   Maybe it=s not the way he would have scripted it, but
things appeared to come full circle for the program
when Lukas=s 1987 record of 92 stakes wins was
broken by Pletcher (assistant from 1989-95) in 2006.
Lukas had no regrets at seeing his former assistant take
his place in the record books.
   AI am so fond of those guys, if I ever get wealthy, I
would put them in the will,@ joked Lukas. ABut since I=ve
gone so broke, I think Todd has to put me in his will.@
   The horsemen had gone on to carve out successful
careers in their own right returned to honor their former
boss at his Hall of Fame induction in 1999.
   AThey allowed me to choose who would head my
induction, and I really didn't know where to go with
that, so I suggested they ask one of my assistants,@
recalled Lukas. AThey decided to do it together. They
collectively decided that Mark Hennig would be the
spokesperson and the entire group was on the stage,
including Jeff.@ 
   AWell, Mark recalled one particular occasion when I
had gotten on him really hard after he had won two
stakes at Monmouth Park. I called him and he said,
>Boss, we got good, we really got good today.' And I
said, >You hillbilly, are you that badly educated? I give
you the best horses and the best clientele in America
and you tell me, >We got good??' You should say, >We
did well.' So, standing up there with my other
assistants, Mark read through all the credits, and right
before he was going to introduce me, he turned to me
and said, >Boss, you got good.' It was a great moment.@
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KING OF THE HALL (Part 2) By Christina Bossinakis

Blueprint of a Champion--D. Wayne Lukas...
   Born on Sept. 2, 1935, Darrell Wayne Lukas grew up
on his family=s 10-acre farm, located just outside of
Antigo, Wisconsin. Lukas didn=t appear to be poised for

a career in the horse
racing industry, much
less a place in racing=s
Hall of Fame. Lukas, who
admitted he had no ties
to the horse industry
within at least five
generations of his family
tree, is the second of
three children. His father,
Ted, a son of
Czechoslovakian
immigrants, drove heavy
construction equipment
and delivered milk, while

his mother Bea, is descended from English and Irish
ancestors who had migrated to Wisconsin from
Lexington.
   Antigo, a small dairy and farming town, didn=t offer
much in the way of the horse racing industry, however,
the young Lukas drew upon an unlikely source to fuel
his passion for horses.
   AI was crazy about horses from a very young age,@
Lukas said. AEvery day, when they would deliver milk,
with the draft horse pulling the milk cart, I would follow
that milk cart for blocks and blocks, and the horse
would stop at all the right houses. It really fascinated
me that the horse knew where to stop every day. And I
just wanted to be around them.@
   Although not directly involved in the industry himself,
Ted Lukas helped foster his son=s passion in horses
throughout his youth.
   AI saved my money, and my dad had the foresight to
help me get a little pony, she was about 13 hands
[Queenie]. I got her when she was three and she died
when she was 32.@
   While other kids of Lukas=s age were content to go to
the park, Lukas chose to spend his time in less
conventional ways for his age. He delivered papers
aboard his white pony, sold rabbits on Antigo=s Main
Street and planted (and harvested) string beans on land
leased from his uncle. But his passion for the four-
legged creatures grew, and by the time Lukas was nine
years old, he was buying and selling horses at auction. 
   Totally consumed by horses and ponies, Lukas began
racing his pony at the nearby Antigo County
fairgrounds before branching out to fairs as far north as
Eagle River and Rhinelander, near Michigan's Upper
Peninsula.

   AThe Rice family [trainer Clyde Rice] and my family
lived about a half-mile apart, and we started racing
them up and down the side roads,@ explained Lukas.
AOf course, when you=re a little kid, there is a thrill in
going fast with them. In that area, they had a fair with
little pony races, and we started winning those.@
  As teenagers, Lukas and Rice continued to hone their
skills in sales= ring, buying wild horses brought in from
the Dakotas that were destined for the slaughter house,
cleaning them up and reselling them for a profit.
   ANext thing you knew, the die was cast and [Clyde
and I] were both bitten by the bug,@ he said.
   During his tenure at the University of Wisconsin,
Lukas became a serious student of basketball, spending
weekdays studying toward a degree in physical
education, while hitting the road on weekends in search
of more horses to buy.
    Following his graduation from college, he taught for
two years before back to University of Wisconsin to get
his master=s degree in education, where he served as an
assistant to Johnny Orr. He later became the full-time
basketball coach at Logan High in la Crosse, but he
continued to trade and train Quarter Horses in the
meantime. During his summer break, Lukas would pack
up and head off to Park Jefferson racetrack outside
Sioux City. He quickly dominated the Quarter Horse
industry, developing 23 Quarter Horse champions, but
Lukas began training Thoroughbreds in the early >70s,
and he decided to make a complete transition in 1978.
   AI came over from Los Alamitos with four horses,@
said the trainer. ATwo were maiden claimers, one of
which I made into a stakes winner--Effervescing, whose
career was supposedly over and was sold as a stud--
and I had a 2-year-old filly named Terlingua.@ 

Lukas with leading Quarter Horse
breeder Spencer Childers in 1975

Terlingua & Lukas
Keeneland Photo
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Hall of Fame Feature--D. Wayne Lukas cont.

   Effervescing, who had his issues when Lukas took
him over, won the grassy GII American H. on July 4 in
1978, and came back five days later to win the 

GI Citation H. on the dirt.
Terlingua went on to collect three
graded stakes, including the 
GII Del Mar Debutante S. and 
GII Hollywood Lassie S. Lukas=s
early success on the competitive
Southern California circuit drew
the attention--both positive and
negative--from many horsemen.
   AWhen I started winning races,
there was always some animosity
from some of the trainers, but Laz
Barrera, Willard Proctor and
Charlie Whittingham totally
accepted me,@ said Lukas. 
   Whittingham was inducted into

the Hall of Fame in 1974, and Barrera joined the elite
fraternity in 1979.
   AThey were so secure in their own careers, that they
were always supportive,@ Lukas continued. ACharlie
befriended me, and Laz and I became dear friends
before he died. When I came to New York, it was
amazing, because Allen Jerkens was the same way. 
   Often, the younger guys wouldn't even speak to me,
but those guys were solid and secure in their own
careers, and they knew I was going to be around and
we=d probably beat up on each other. There was never
feelings of animosity from
them. I always appreciated
how gracious and
wonderful Laz and Charlie
were with me early on.@
   According to Lukas,
several people played
significant roles in shaping
his future success in the
game, including a Nebraska-
born horseman who would
ultimately provide him with
his first taste of Classic
glory.
   AOne day, this grey-haired guy was walking down the
road, and he stopped me as I was going by on my
saddle horse,@ recalled Lukas. AHe said, >Hey cowboy,
I'm going to send you some horses. I replied, >Thank
you sir,= and he just kept right on walking.

   Lukas continued, AAs I got a little further down the
road, I bumped into Jerry Fanning [trainer of Desert
Wine]. I asked him, >Who is that grey-haired guy?' He
told me it was John Nerud, the general manager, racing
manager and trainer for Tartan Stables. I thought he
must be kidding, but he assured me that was in fact
him. So about an hour later, John came by the barn and
told me he would give me 10 to 12 2-year-olds.@
   Lukas trained several top performers for Tartan,
including SW Open Gate, GSW Dr. Patches and 
GI Preakness S. winner Codex, responsible for giving
Lukas his first Classic win. Lukas admitted that Nerud,
who himself was an inductee of 1972, gave the young,
Midwestern horseman the opportunity that would prove
to be a major turning point in his career. 
   AYears later, when I asked him why he gave me the
chance, he simply said, A>I knew you=d be OK.=@

Keeping Good Company...
   Several other owners helped Lukas scale the heights
of success over the years, including W.T. Young=s
Overbrook Farm, Bob and Beverly Lewis, and Michael
Tabor (campaigned GI Kentucky Derby winner Thunder
Gulch). For Overbrook, Lukas campaigned champion
juveniles Timber Country (1994),
Flanders (1994), Golden
Attraction (1995) and Boston
Harbor (1996). He was also
responsible for Eclipse Award-
winning sophomore filly Surfside
and Classic winners Tabasco Cat
(owned in partnership with David
Reynolds), Timber Country
(owned in partnership with the
Lewises and Gainesway),
Grindstone and Editor=s Note.
Among the standouts conditioned
by Lukas on behalf of the Lewises
were Hall of Famer Serena=s Song,
Derby and Preakness hero Charismatic and GI Belmont
S. winner Commendable. For the couple he also trained
Breeders= Cup winners Folklore and Orientate.
   Arguably the most colorful character involved in
Lukas=s ascension was Eugene Klein, former owner of
the San Diego Chargers. For Klein, Lukas conditioned
Hall of Fame starlets Lady=s Secret, Open Mind and
Winning Colors.

�   �
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   AGene Klein was a very New York, street-wise kind of
guy,@ said Lukas. AHe could be obnoxious, but he truly
was a great friend. He was hard to be around in some
ways, but great to be around in a lot of other ways. I
met him at Del Mar one morning with his wife. I was
friends with Dick Butkus [Hall of Fame linebacker for
the Chicago Bears], who happened to come by that
morning, and Klein asked what he was doing there.
Dick told him we were good friends, and mentioned
that I had a super filly by the name of Landaluce. Klein
wanted to see the filly, and to meet me, so they came
back to the barn. After that, he said that he wanted to
have a meeting.@
   Lukas continued, AI had just bought a brand new Rolls
Royce, it had 33 miles on it, and I drove down to his
home in Rancho Santa Fe to meet with Klein. He had a
courtyard with a few parking spots. It was all full, so I
parked outside the walled courtyard. We had lunch and
talked a little bit.@
   AAfter lunch, he wanted to show me a piece of
property where Pete Roselle [former NFL Commissioner]
was going to build his house, so we walked out to take
my car, and as we walked around the corner, he stopped
dead in his tracks. There's my brand new Rolls Royce
parked there, and he said, >Damn, I don't know many
trainers that drive Rolls Royce's.= I replied, >Gene, I said I
wouldn't cheat you, I didn't say I'd work for nothing.'@

   Soon after their initial meeting, the duo jumped in
with both feet, developing one of the most memorable--
and productive--partnerships in contemporary racing
history.
   "He was an action guy, so he wanted to get
something that was already running,@ offered Lukas. AI
told him I wouldn't claim a horse for him, but we'd find
something suitable. We started with one horse, then
the next thing you knew we had 12 horses, then we
had 20, and later we became partners.@ 
   Klein, a founding partner of the NBA=s Seattle
SuperSonics and one-time chairman of the insurance
and entertainment company National General Corp.,
owned the San Diego Chargers from 1966 through
1984. After enjoying success in the world of business,
Klein took on the racing world with equal gusto,
offering Lukas a very long rein when it came to signing
tickets on sale day. 
   AHe was aggressive at the sales,@ said Lukas, adding,
AHe had the best mentality for horse racing. He knew
how to lose, he knew how to win, even though he
often got a little carried away on both ends. Because of
his NFL background, he knew not everyone was going
to play if they had injuries and that some of the drafts
choices were not going to be good enough--just like
some of the yearlings were not going to be good
enough. He had a great mindset for the game.@ 
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KING OF THE HALL           By Christina Bossinakis
(Final Installment of a 3-part series)

Damsel of the Hall # 6?...
   With already five in the bag, it isn=t outside the realm
of possibility that Lukas might have another addition to
his illustrious quintet before long. Lukas offered some
insight as to who might be worthy of inclusion in the
Racing Hall of Fame.
   AI think Landaluce has a shot to get in,@ Lukas
offered. AShe would be high on the list to get into the
Hall of Fame if you had my vote. She was simply
unbelievable, but she might be penalized, because she
only made five lifetime starts, but she definitely belongs
there.@
   Lukas purchased the striking bay for $650,000 at the
1981 Keeneland July yearling sale on behalf of Texas
oilmen Lloyd French and Barry Beal, who Lukas had
brought over from his Quarter Horse racing days.
Introduced to Lukas via Mel Hatley--another significant
association from the Quarter Horse industry--the pair
named their filly after a guide on a Spanish ranch they'd
once visited, Francisco Landaluce.

   From the first foal crop of Triple Crown hero Seattle
Slew, the dark bay won her career debut at Hollywood
Park by six lengths a week before wowing spectators
with a 21-length victory in the 1982 GII Hollywood
Lassie S. The filly completed the six-furlong test in 1:08
flat. (Video, courtesy Youtube)
   AIf you go back and look at the Lassie S., which is
now named the Landaluce S., just before they got to
the turn, they were all about a length or so, apart,@
explained Lukas. AIf you stop the tape and ask who
might win it, well, you might think any one of four or
five horses might win it from there. Then you let the
tape run and, from the quarter pole to the wire, she
opens up 21 lengths. 
   AThe best line that came out of the race was from
[jockey] Ray Sibille, who finished second in that race
[aboard Bold Out Line]. Laffit Pincay [riding Landaluce]
never pulled up a horse in his career--he would just let
them gallop out until they got tired,@ Lukas
deadpanned. ARay returned to the scales first, and the
press comes running down because they had never
seen anything like it, 21 lengths from the quarter pole
to the wire, because so few horses can do that. A
reporter asked Ray his thoughts, and he said, >I beat
everybody I could see.'@
   The filly added victories in the one-mile GI Del Mar
Debutante S. and seven-panel GIII Anoakia S. before
once again running away to an easy victory in the 
GI Oak Leaf S. at Santa Anita. Pointed toward the 
GI Hollywood Starlet S., the filly became ill with a viral
infection six days prior to the race. She deteriorated as
the infection slowly spread through her internal organs,
shutting them down, and finally gave up the fight on
Dec. 11, 1982.
   AShe died in my arms in the stall," Lukas said. "It was
brutal. The groom had a nervous break down and I
damn well almost did, too. To have one that good, that
great, and to watch her go like that. We had a big
ceremony for her in the infield at Hollywood Park."
   While many would continue to mull over what might
have been, Lukas offered a different perspective:
   AYou search and you look, and then all of a sudden, it
comes, that star, and you know you have been blessed
with something special.@

Landaluce
tvg.com Landaluce Memorial at Hollywood Park
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Hall Also Eligibles...
   High on Lukas=s list to potentially receive their own
plaque in the Hall is Bob and Beverly Lewis=
Charismatic. 
   AI think Charismatic has a shot because he almost
won the Triple Crown,@ offered Lukas.
   While the robust chestnut appeared to merit

consideration for the
Hall of Fame when he
concluded his career
on the track, Lukas
pointed out that was
not always the case.   
   AHe was such an
underachiever; he was
lazy, overweight and
not very focused,@
recalled Lukas. AI
started really drilling
on him--it's what you
might call >Tough
love.' I started to ask
him to things I had
never asked another
horse to do, and he
started to get a really
rippled look to him. I

ran him in a claiming race [at Santa Anita] and nobody
even looked twice to reach in and get him.@ 
   Adding with a laugh, he said, "Maybe about 2,000
guys said they were going to claim him now.@
   The colt was a narrow second in the GIII El Camino
Real Derby before coming home fourth--beaten 8 1/4
lengths by General Challenge--in the GI Santa Anita
Derby.
   "I told Bob Lewis I thought we could win the
Kentucky Derby. He told me, >Wayne, don't go drinking
your bath water.=@ Lukas said with a laugh.
   According to Lukas, the turning point for the son of
Summer Squall occurred two weeks later when the colt
was shipped to Kentucky for the GII Lexington S.
Accompanied by Hall of Fame jockey Jerry Bailey, the
colt came from off the pace to win by an emphatic 2
1/4 lengths.
   AHe ran a brilliant race in the Lexington--I really
thought I got the horse to turn the corner. The next
morning, Jerry Bailey came to me and said, > If I hadn't
taken a retainer to ride Worldy Manner for the
Maktoums, I would give them their money back and
ride your horse in the Kentucky Derby.' About an hour
later, I ran into Pat Day, who ran second [with Yankee
Victor in the Lexington], and he said he felt our horse
ran by him so easily that he thought I had a great shot
to win the Derby with him. That's two Hall of Famers in
an hour, so I was feeling pretty good going in to the
Derby.@ 

   Lukas continued, AThat year, I also had Cat Thief
[subsequent winner of the Breeders= Cup Classic], who
was 7-2, while Charismatic was 31-1. But going into
the paddock and saddling them, I really thought
Charismatic was the best.@
   With Chris Antley aboard, Charismatic won the Derby
before adding the Preakness two weeks later. Contrary
to Lukas=s orders, Charismatic was placed unusually
close to the early pace by Antley in the Belmont, and
weakened late to be third, beaten 1 1/2 lengths. In a
dramatic turn of events, the colt was pulled up after
breaking down soon after the wire.
   ACharismatic should be considered for the Hall of
Fame,@ suggested Lukas. AHe was the best horse that
year and should have won the Triple Crown.@
   Although they are unlikely candidates for the Hall of
Fame, largely due to truncated campaigns, Lukas still
ranks a pair of brilliant juveniles--Grand Canyon and
Saratoga Six--among his very best.
   Saratoga Six--named for the six investors in the 
$2.2-million Fasig-Tipton Saratoga select yearling
graduate--won four straight, including the Balboa S. and
GI Del Mar Futurity, but was injured soon after that
career high victory. 
   AIf you pin [jockey Angel] Cordero down, who rode
the likes of Seattle Slew, he would tell you the best
horse he ever rode was Saratoga Six,@ stated Lukas.
AHe said Saratoga Six did things he couldn=t believe a
racehorse could do.@  
   While Saratoga Six was unable to fulfill his promise
after heading to stud early because of injury, the fate of
Grand Canyon would
take a much more
ominous path.
   AGrand Canyon was
just a beautiful horse,@
said Lukas. AI had
Criminal Type [Horse of
the Year in 1990] run in
an allowance race at
Hollywood Park--he won
going a mile in 1:34 3/5.
The next race was the
[GI] Hollywood Futurity
and Grand Canyon ran in
1:33 flat. He was just unbelievable.@
   Just as was the case with the brilliant, but ill-fated
filly Landaluce earlier in the decade, Lukas would have
to watch from the sidelines as another potential star
faded.
   AThe outrider bumped him with the pony as [jockey
Angel] Cordero was trying to pull him up after that
win,@ he said. AHe ruptured a blood vessel in his right
leg and he foundered two days later. I thought he was
a Triple Crown winner; in fact, I thought he could win
with one leg tied up. He was something else.@

Charismatic
SI.com

Saratoga Six
tvg. com
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The Lukas Legacy...
   He is solidly entrenched in the Hall of Fame through
his own exploits as well as those of his former pupils,
but Lukas acknowledged that subsequent generations
of racing fans, as well as racing writers, are becoming
more and more detached from the
luminaries of yesteryear. 
   AThe collective voters are getting
younger,@ Lukas pointed out. AYou don't
have as many guys like [turf writers] Joe
Hirsch or Bill Nack anymore. When you
throw out names like Landaluce and
Effervescing, young people won't have
any idea who they were and simply
won't be able to relate to them. Maybe
now, with Youtube, they can pull up the
videos on those horses and get an
impression of how good those horses
actually were. It=s important to pass it
along to future generations.@
   Lukas=s roster of past champions,
Classic heros and Grade I winners reads
like a veritable who=s who of racing=s
elite: Effervescing, Terlingua, Codex, Althea, Capote,
Tank=s Prospect, Serena's Song, Landaluce, Thunder
Gulch, Timber Country, Tabasco Cat, Winning Colors,
Lady's Secret, Criminal Type, Charismatic, Grindstone,
Twilight Ridge, Family Style Life's Magic, Capote,
Success Express, Sacahuista, Open Mind, Is It True,
Gulch, Steinlen (GB), Flanders, Boston Harbor, Cat
Thief, Cash Run, Commendable, Spain, Orientate,
Folklore. While Lukas=s horsemanship, discipline and
dedication gave his contemporaries something to
respect and, even fear, it was the early lessons learned
along the bush tracks of Wisconsin that molded him
into the man that would eventually change the modern
face of racing.

�   �
   

   The polished looks, refined manners and silver
tongues of the current generation of trainers have
seemingly become the norm and not the exception
among today=s racing leaders. Despite the passing
years, most in the industry today are fully aware of

where the trend began.
   AThe days of the guy sitting outside a
stall whittling and spitting tobacco are
gone,@ said Lukas. AAnd what's wrong
with getting a three-piece suit and a
sharp tie, and dealing with these
corporate guys and having the barn look
like a million bucks?@
   But while the Team Lukas mantra
earned him fame and recognition--both
within and beyond racing=s borders, it
was not well received by all.
   AThe criticism never phased me,@
admitted Lukas. AThat comes from my
coaching background. If you're going to
be a coach in a major school, you better
have a thick skin. The alumni, the press,
everybody is going to second guess you.

So when I came along, I didn't worry about the
criticism, because I was going to do it my way. I did it
my way--and things changed, little by little.@
   How does the basketball coach turned horse trainer
think he might be remembered by future generations?
   AWe tried to raise the bar a little bit,@ Lukas offered.
AMany give us credit for changing the game. We
showed people you can have horses coast to coast, run
them everywhere and get them to perform where they
fit best. Also, after being a basketball coach for 10
years, I can't help myself but teach.@ 
   While the names and the number of championships,
the titles and awards may fade with the passing of time
and the emergence of new generations, Lukas believes
his legacy will continue through what he believes to be
among his most significant of accomplishments--the
assistants who came through his barn. 
   AI like to think that I imparted something of value to
those young men,@ he said. AHaving said that, I think
those guys [former assistants] were going to be
successful if they had never met me, but maybe I
pushed them along a little quicker. It was the
appearance of the barn and the horses, a lot of the little
things that go unnoticed, that helped make a
difference. But I also tried to change those kids= lives. I
still love them, I really do. It's just the coach in me, I
guess.@

Saratoga.com

Horse of the Year Criminal Type & Todd Pletcher in 1990
B Livingston
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